
"Anyone who truly a: 
believes this film 
should immediately 
sign up with the Red- 
Brigades." 

can democracy—and the conspiracy euen 
more vast: the CIA, the FBI, Bell nehcrip-
ter, anti-Castro Cubans, a New OrteAps 
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homosexual underground, the mob, the 
Secret Service, Dallas police, the whole 
damn military-industrial complex—with 
autopsy doctors, the chief justice ot the 
United States and the next president as 
accessories after the fact. 

It is testimony to the power of 
propaganda, and to the skill of-   . 	.. 

"JFK," Oliver Stone's paranoid fantasy 
about the Kennedy assassination, has been 
widely attacked in print. For Stone, the 
attacks are an extension of the monstrous 
conspiracy to kill Kennedy, with the media 
auxiliaries again taking up their places 28 
years after the fact. For others, like Garry 
Trudeau, the attacks are a lapse of journal-
istic manners, a case of overkill. 

Yet the simplest explanation for th 
that many of those who know an 
about the Kennedy era have felt compelled 
to point out the fantastic and menclactus 
quality of the film is that the film‘ris 
fantastic and mendacious. The ideelaf 
Stone, lone and courageous, standing Ito 
triangulated fire from Establishment 44:- 
eys is appealing to Stone's paranoia44 
self-righteousness. But it is a laugh. In 
corner: a $40 million Hollywood filmanw-
turing the nation's number one heart-
throb, endowed with a publicity budgevof 
millions, showing in 900 movie theaters. 
In the other corner: perhaps a dozen 
scribblers writing in various maga*0 
and op-ed pages. You don't need Mart#1 
McLuhan to figure out who's got more 
clout. 	 4.411.014 

I make no apology, therefore, for OM 
on. I feel it something of a duty. As tine 
"JFK" is a success: a big lie told with:ma 
self-assurance and technical skill tlfgrit 
can disturb, even convince, the most ske 
tical. As history, "JFK" is a travesty. Itches 
the structure and texture of a Stabil* 
shoW trial. Stalin, of course, had to tottAte 
his victims into their public, scripted,"cori7 
fessions of participation in a vast and 
nefarious conspiracy. Stone had only to 
recruit actors to do the same. 

If you want to see a spiritual ancestor of 
"JFK," go see "Mission to Moscow," the 
1943 memoir of a particularly gullible U.S. 
Ambassador to the Soviet Union, Joseph 
Davies. "Mission to Moscow," a paean to 
"Uncle Joe (Stalin), earnestly wake-
washed the Moscow show trials ot_dpe 
1930s and endorsed the guilt of those 
accused of (and condemned for) aneaki.' 
surdly complicated conspiracy of Trotfilsyr 
ites, Nazis and Western agents to salvage 
the workers' paradise. 
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Half a century later, the same studio 

(Warner: a nice historical touch) brings 
you the new show trial. The crime:Attis 
time is larger—the overthrow of Alfieri- 

Stone as propagandist, that the film welts. 
Interspersing fabricated characters;' dia- 
logue and events with real footage, Stone 
can persuade the perfectly reasonableiand 
unsuspecting viewer. It is only upon rake- 
lion one realizes the absurdity of the 	' 
premise: That in a country where 
fixing of a handful of game shows coulnat 
be held secret, a near-universal assatthia-
tion conspiracy has remained airtight for 
28 years. 	 /ILO - 

In fact, the film rests on a dozen,$uch 
absurdities. My favorite is the charge at 
Earl Warren, a liberal so principled that he 
would not countenance the conviction Of 
one Ernesto Miranda on the grounddVat 
police had neglected to read him his rights, 
was accessory to a fascist coup d'etatce-vz- 

My only dissent from "JFK's" criticsTtas 
to do not with the nature of Stone'sliet 
but with the lies' lasting impact. Thertivill 
be little. Yes, there will be kids -who, 
knowing nothing of the era (and little 
about anything else), will believe the lipy-
ie. But what is the quality of that belief? 
Anyone who truly believes this film si'i'n 
immediately sign up with the Recr 
gades. Its point, after all, is that in 't963 
America was taken over by a fascisiroon-
spiracy, that post-Kennedy America 
vast Orwellian system of deception And 
repression. 

Where are the anti-fascist protests? The 
kids have certainly not been pacified by a 
few skeptical op-ed pieces. By what then? 
They have been pacified by the very same 
popular culture Stone seeks to harness for 
his political agenda. He fails, however, 
because American popular culture is a 
poor vehicle for serious political dissent. 
Its capacity to trivialize everything—emen 
riveting, raging political paranoia—is Zst 
too great. When Stone argues the great 
fascist plot on the morning chat show 
circuit, sandwiched between Willard $eutt 
and a new legume diet, one is habilly 
moved to run to the barricades. v.01 

Early in the days of glasnost, a formerly 
suppressed anti-Stalinist movie, "Wen-
tance," caused a sensation when she*? in 
Moscow. It helped begin a revolutiorii-in 
political consciousness that ultimately 
brought down the Soviet Union. Thatmis 
what happens in a serious political culAkte. 
Which is why it does not happen here. 
"JFK's" message is at least as disturbing as 
that of "Repentance." Yet it is receivartry 
a citizenry so overwhelmed with cultural 
messages, and so anesthetized to them, 
that a message as explosive as Stones 
might raise an eyebrow, but never a fijit",;_ 

A politics so trivialized is conduciyao 
neither great decision making nor decwve 
leadership. But it is also nicely immunized 
from the worst of political pathologietIn 
the end, Oliver Stone—like David ittle 
and Louis Farrakhan and the rest of Amer-
ica's dealers in paranoia—is just anOtlier 
entertainment, another day at the moqes. 
The shallowness of our political culture 
has a saving grace. 
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`JFK': A Lie, 
But Harmless 


